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ABSTRACT 
Wildlife Photographs have two main concerns they do not want to put themselves in danger and they want to capture an authentic 
photograph. Remote controlled car capable of moving the camera closer to the intended subject. This paper proposed 
Transmission module and Receiver module. Transmitter section includes two joystick and CC2500 module of transreceiver is used 
for RF communication. In the Receiver section movement of the car and motion of the car stabilizer is controlled by driver l293D, 
audio jack of TIP122 is used to connect the camera CANON600D. Hence the object is focused with the help of stabilizer and 
captures image using the joystick with fire button. The ultimate purpose of this robot is to provide close up photographs at a lower 
cost than that of high magnification lens. The Hardware implementation is tried out and the experimental results were shown in 
this paper.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Wildlife photographers have two main concerns they do not want to put themselves in danger and they want 

to capture an authentic photograph. To ensure their safety and to leave the animals undisturbed, wildlife 

photographers often take pictures of their subjects from long distances using high magnification lenses. The 

problem many hobbyists and amateur photographers face is the exorbitant prices for high magnification lenses, 

making it difficult for them to join the growing product niche of outdoor photography. For example, a fifty 

millimeter lens provides no magnification and costs in the range of 5,00,000Rs. A five hundred millimeter lens 

can provide ten times the amount of magnification, but cost in the range of 10,00,000Rs 

 A potential solution to the problem is a remotely controlled vehicle capable of moving the camera closer to 

the intended subject utilizing a standard 50 mm lens. This solution is intended to provide the desired distance 

between the photographer and subject while eliminating the need for a costly lens. By enabling a photographer 

to take close-up pictures for a lower price using a standard lens, robotic photography vehicles may become an 

integral part of the outdoor photography market. 

 In order for a wildlife photographer to capture high-quality photos from a safe distance, an expensive, long 

zoom lens is typically used. Without the use of a high magnification lens, the photographer must approach the 

wildlife, potentially creating an unsafe situation. Additionally, close proximity to wildlife can compromise an 

authentic, natural photograph. The goal of this project is to enable photographers to obtain close up, high-quality 
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photographs of wildlife while maintaining the safety of the photographer and the equipment as well as 

eliminating the need for expensive high powered lenses.  

 The final prototype is a remote controlled robotic vehicle intended to move a digital single-lens reflex 

(DSLR) camera closer to an intended subject using a standard 50 mm lens. The remote controlled car is 

designed to navigate dry terrain typical of the Shenandoah area, including dirt, grass, loose gravel, and 

pavement, and traverse slopes of ±15. A custom made elevation system on the robot enables the user to raise the 

camera to a height of 2.5 feet off of the ground. The robot has a runtime of over two hours and is rechargeable. 

The ultimate purpose of this robot is to provide close-up photographs at a lower cost than that of high 

magnification lenses. Viewing wildlife from short distances using a remote controlled robot will also increase 

photographer safety and minimize adverse effects of human intrusion into animals’ territory. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: Block Diagram of the Remote Controlled Car 

 

I. REMOTE CONTROLLED CAR AND DESIGNING OF STABILIZER: 

2.1 Focus the object: 

 A project has a transmitter and receiver module. Transmitter module is designed using the Arduino NANO 

board whereas the receiver module is designed using the Arduino MEGA board. The object to be clicked on 

camera is focused and captured with the help of control action of joystick as shown in the Figure-2.A wireless 

technology of CC2500 RF module is used, it act as a transreceiver module which provides RF communication at 

2.4Ghz. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Transmitter side module. 

 

A. Joystick with Fire Button: 

 The two joystick is connected with the nano board serially. It controls the action of Up, Down (movement 

of the stabilizer) and forward, backward (rotation of the wheel), Where its centre position acts as a switch (Fire 

button) and pushbutton in handle. The two joysticks are operated at 5volts.Fire button is switched to capture the 

image after focusing it. Each joystick contains two pot one is use for x and y axis control, pot is four pin device. 

 

B. CC2500 Transmitter: 

 Here there two joystick is connected with the nano board serially and CC2500 transmitter id connected with 

nano board itself. There is in built voltage regulator present inside nano board which controls the current, hence 

the nano board works on 5volt. 

 

C. Arduino nano: 

 The Arduino Nano can be powered via USB connection of 5V regulated external power supply.Serial 

portisused to receive (RX) and transmit (TX) TTL serial data. External Interrupts is configured to trigger an 

interrupt on a low value, a rising or falling edge, or a change in value. 
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Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of Transmitter section 

 

1.2 Capture the Scenario: 

 In the receiver section CC2500, four motor via motor driver, audio 2.5mm jack via TIP122 is connected 

with Arduino mega board and this board is enabled by 9volt dc battery, two driver IC are use to control four 12v 

motors, driver IC operate at 12volt for that four 4.2volt battery are connected serially. TIP122 is transistor used 

as a switching device use to open the shutter and focus line it avoid the leakage current flow through the circuit  

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Receiver side module 

 

A. Movement of the car and Motions of the Stabilizer: 

 Camera stabilizer can rotate 360º right, left and 90 º up, down. This can use to make perfect frame for 

photography. The motor are controlled by motor driver IC l293D which works on 12volt one IC can drive two 

motor so here two diver IC are used to control the four motor, two for stabilizer and another two for controlling 

the pan and tilt motion. 

 

B. TIP122 connects Camera: 

 For capturing the image, movement of car and motions of stabilizer is under the control of joystick where 

its program is dumped on Arduino Mega. The camera is mounted on stabilizer, connected with 0.5mm audio 

jack via TIP122 transistor. 

 

C. CC2500 Receiver: 

 At the receiver side CC2500 is connected with Arduino mega where the program is dumped for the motion 

of the stabilizer and movement of the car. The signal transmitted from the CC2500 transmitter is received in the 

controller part CC2500 receiver where it helps to generate pulse to the Arduino mega for the action to be take 

place. 
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D. Arduino mega: 

 The Camera stabilizer on remote controlled car. Arduino nano which is use to receive the variable 

resistance from the joy stick and transmit the signal. Arduino mega at the receiver side use to control motor and 

to send the signal to the camera and both are dumped with the program code. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Schematic diagram of the Receiver section 

 

II. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION: 

 A special Stabilizer is designed for the location of the camera. Camera is mounted on stabilizer and it is 

connected with 0.5mm audio jack via tip122 transistor. Which act as a switching device use to open the circuit 

until signal come from the mega. The camera stabilizer can rotate 360º right, left and 90 º up, down. This can 

use to make perfect frame for photography 

 

3.1 Algorithm for Remote controlled car: 

Step 1: Give power supply to the Arduino NANO, MEGA board. 

Step 2: Enable GPIO pins for the analog joystick ,respective motor and TIP122 transistor. 

Step 3: Enable the CC2500 RF module for transmitting the data. 

Step 4: Sense the resistance value from the joystick 

Step 5: Based on the resistance NANO transmit the character value 

Step 6: Give power supply to the Arduino MEGA board. 

Step 7: Enable the CC500 RF module for receiving the data 

Step 8: Based on the input value it control the motor and the camera. 

 

2.2 Operation of the stabilizer: 

 Stabilizer is used to move the camera in two different direction one is up and downward motion then right 

and left direction which is done by two 12volt motor with gear. These gear motor can handle heavy load and 

also it withstand 2kg torque. In latitude direction it move 360º and in longitudinal direction it move up to 90 º 

 
Table 1: Stabilizer operation 

Character Stabilizer direction 

U Upward 

D Downward 

C Clockwise 

A Anticlockwise  

 

 Stabilizer which moves upward and downward with the help of 12volt DC geared motor they are driven by 

motor deriver IC mounted on the mega board and they are run in 12volt. So serially connected battery of four 

4.2volt, 1amps are given as input for the motor driver, there is another 9volt battery source is given to enable the 

board. Gears are use to hold the stabilizer in a perfect state as shown in the Figure-6 
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Fig. 6: Stabilizer move downward and upward 

 

 Clockwise and anticlockwise direction is also handle by the 12volt DC gear motor but this gear is different 

for the previous gear, this gear can move the stabilizer from right and left direction asshown in the Figure-7. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Stabilizer move clockwise and anticlockwise. 

 

2.3 Movement of the car: 

 Movement of the car also controlled by the two gear motor. Both are controlled at the same time, for 

forward condition both move in same direction and same for reverse direction, hence for the right and left 

direction both are move in different direction. hence one motor move in forward and another moves in reverse 

direction by this way it rotate the entire car in right or left side. These motor are controlled by motor driver IC 

l293D which works on 12volt one IC can drive two motor so here two diver IC are used to control the four 

motor, two for stabilizer and another two for controlling the pan and tilt motion 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Movement of the car in right and left direction. 

 

2.4 Results of camera: 

 Camera which is mounted on the stabilizer is connected by 2.5mm audio jack which is use to control the 

shutter and focus of the camera. Camera model is Canon600d. here it have a previous inbuilt trigger solution by 

using that shutter and focus can be controlled, there will be a flow of leakage current where it can be controlled 

by TIP122 transistor they connected to mega board, TIP122 is three pin component, it controls the flow of 

leakage current. It close the circuit only if control signal received else it open the circuit. 
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Fig. 9: Camera focus the object and capture the object. 

 
Table 2: Camera control signal. 

Character Camera control 

Sh Shutter 

Fo Focus 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

 This project deals with the implementation of the camera stabilizer on remote controlled car. Various 

experimental results during normal condition of working system and extreme conditions. In this proposed 

system make easy for photography and the photographer do not risk their life. Mainly they are weight less and 

cost less, then there is protective shield for the processor which protect the electronic component from physical 

damage. All the components are fixed perfectly in order to avoid the colloidal damage. 

 

Conclusion and Future Scope: 

 The two goals of this project were to keep a photographer safe and to reduce cost while allowing him or her 

to take a close-up picture of wildlife. The maximum distance the user can be from the robot is fifty feet. An 800 

mm lens costing high and it provides the same magnification as a 50 mm lens at two feet away. With this 

product, a photographer can obtain close-up, high-quality photographs at the same safe distance for a quarter of 

the cost of a high powered lens 

 In future control of the camera can be obtained more specific such as aperture and ISO of the camera. 

Along with it live view mode of camera is going to obtained. Then for security purpose of camera one more 

shield is going to added along with stabilizer then more suspension is add to the car in order to avoid the shake 

of camera leads to imperfect picture. And also motor is replaced by more specific motors in order to increase the 

speed of the car. Then the size of the car can also be reduced for more compact  
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